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 The Amazon Prime Effect



"A person's last experience is 
their new expectation."

- Warren Tomlin 



Planet of the Apps





“you weren’t born 
to do expenses”

“checking that checks 
all the boxes”

“get money back 
when prices drop”

“we want to help 
lower your bills”

“save the perfect 
amount every day”

“credit scores 
and more”

“invest your 
spare change”

“plan ahead and 
get 5% off”
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Pace of change is off the charts



months (~ 4m)

Source: Bank of America; COVID-19 Investment Implications Series: The World After COVID Primer

Time to reach 50 m users

64 
years

7 
years

5 
months

1 
month



months (~ 4m)

Nearly 33% of 
consumers in the 

US tried 
contactless 

payments for the 
first time 













Big Bank Dominance 
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OK, Boomer
OK, Zoomer



Young 
Millennials 

(21-29)

Older 
Millenials 

(30-38)
Gen X Baby 

Boomers

To get better tools than I was getting 
from my primary bank 44% 25% 23% 16%

To get better debit card rewards than 
I was getting from my primary bank 28% 25% 24% 8%

Just wanted to try them out 24% 29% 23% 30%

To get better interest rates than I was 
getting from my primary bank 23% 29% 35% 51%

Other reason 9% 20% 20% 11%

Why did you open an account with a digital only bank? 
(choose all that apply) 
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Checking accounts are changing









4 8 1 5



4 12 1 5
millions of users



Advances SpotMe Cash Out Instacash“Banking 
that gives 
you more”

early access to paycheck 
alternative to overdrafts and payday loans 



Gen Z 

College Student 
First time renter 
Student loans 

Still mooching off parents, 
but starting her 

independent financial life 
too 

Infecting her roommates 
with financial apps



Age 20 20 21 19

New Credit Karma User Yes Yes Yes Yes

Credit Score 763 N/A N/A N/A

Has a moocher checking 
account with parents Yes Yes No Yes

Using Dave app to build 
credit Yes Not yet Yes Not yet

Using Chime app to build 
credit Yes Yes Yes Not yet







The Infrastructure of Fintech





Zach Perret 
CEO 



“We take most of the 
functionality that you have 
when you’re standing in a 
bank branch, wrap it in a 
set of APIs, and give it to 
you as a customer to take 

wherever you go”
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